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Abstract
In a seminal paper Drinfel’d explained how to associate to every classical r-matrix for a Lie
algebra g a twisting element based on U(g)[[~]], or equivalently a left invariant star product of the
corresponding symplectic structure ω on the 1-connected Lie group G of g. In a recent paper, the
authors solve the same problem by means of Fedosov quantization. In this short note we provide
a connection between the two constructions by computing the characteristic (Fedosov) class of
the twist constructed by Drinfel’d and proving that it is the trivial class given by [ω]
~
.
Introduction
The notion of Drinfel’d twists goes back to the 80’s in the context of Quantum Groups, see e.g. the
textbooks [7], [15] and [3]. It is still an active field of research, since it is a powerful (functorial)
tool used in Quantum field theory to quantize classical field theories, see e.g. [18], and references
therein. This application is due to the fact that a Drinfel’d twist together with a suitable Hopf
algebra action always induces a deformation quantization. To be more precise, if a Lie algebra g acts
on an associative A by derivations via φ : g→ A , then a formal Drinfel’d twist F ∈ U(g)⊗ U(g)[[~]]
induces a deformation of the associative product µ : A ×A → A by
a ⋆F b = µ(Φ⊗ Φ(F )(a⊗ b))
for a, b ∈ A [[~]] and the extended action Φ: U(g) → DiffOp(A). The properties of the twist (see
Definition 1.1) ensure that this product is associative again and that it is a formal deformation in the
sense of Gerstenhaber [9].
The existence of a Drinfel’d twist was first shown by Drinfel’d himself in [6] using the fact that
a Drinfel’d twist is equivalent to a left-invariant star product and the construction of the canonical
star product on the dual of a Lie algebra, which is nowadays called Gutt-star product, since in [12] it
is given a construction of it. There are just very few explicit examples known, see e.g. [10], besides
the Weyl-Moyal twist, even though they are completely classified via there infinitesimal counter parts,
the r-matrices, in [14] via Formality. This approach even provides a full classifiaction of Drinfel’d
twists in terms of their infintesimal counterparts, the so-called r-matrices. Recall that two twists
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F ,F ′ ∈ U(g) ⊗ U(g)[[~]] are said to be equivalent, if there exists a S ∈ U(g)[[~]] with S = id+O(~)
and ε(S) = 1, such that
F ′ = ∆(S)−1 · F · (S ⊗ S),
which induces an equivalence, i.e. an ismorphism Φ(S) ∈ DiffOp(A ), of the induced deformations ⋆F
and ⋆F ′ (see [2] for more details). In [2], a construction of Drinfel’d twists and their classification is
provided with the help of a modified Fedosov-construction, see [8], for symplectic Lie algebras. In fact,
if the given Lie algebra is real the construction in [2] can be seen as the original Fedosov-construction
on a Lie group with a left-invariant connection. Additionally, the (invariant) classification result boils
down to the one obtained in [1], where it is shown that the equivalence classes of left-invariant star
products is isomorphic to
[ω]
~
+H2dR(G)
G[[~]],
where the reference point ω is the left-invariant symplectic structure of the Lie group and is just
convention. Moreover, HdR(G)
G is the cohomology of the left-invariant differential forms. The
purpose of this note is now straight forward: computing the characteristic class in the sense of [2]
of the Drinfel’d twist obtained in [6]. To do so we proceed as follows: First, we recall the original
construction of Drinfel’d and of the Gutt-star product and use the equivalence of Drinfel’d twists and
left-invariant star products to obtain the chain of equivalences:
Drinfel’d’s Twist ∼ invariant Kontsevich star product ∼ invariant Fedosov star product ,
where the first equivalence is provided in [4] and the second equivalence is proven in [13]. As a corollary
we can compute the characteristic class of the Drinfel’d twist constructed by Drinfel’d in terms of the
invariant Fedosov class of the left-invariant star product it induces. This is by construction in [2] the
class of the twist inducing it.
We are assuming the reader is familiar with the notion of star products and their different classi-
fications due to [17] for Poisson manifolds and [8] for symplectic manifolds, as well as the invariant
counterparts [5] and [1].
1 The Drinfel’d twist construction and the Gutt star product
Drinfel’d twists can be defined on arbitrary Hopf algebras (in fact even just bialgebras) (see e.g. [11]),
but throughout this note we use the following
Definition 1.1 Let g be a Lie algebra. A (formal) Drinfel’d twist is an element F ∈ U(g)⊗U(g)[[~]],
such that
i.) (∆ ⊗ id)(F) · (F ⊗ 1) = (id⊗∆)(F) · (1⊗ F)
ii.) (ε⊗ id)(F ) = (id⊗ε)(F) = 1
iii.) F = 1⊗ 1 +O(~2)
for the usual Hopf algebra structures (U(g), ·, i,∆, ε, S)
A Drinfel’d twist has a classical limit, which can be seen as the equivalent to Poisson structures
in deformation quantization.
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Lemma 1.2 Let g be a Lie algebra and let F ∈ U(g)⊗ U(g)[[~]] be a Drinfel’d twist, then
r := F1 − F
opp
1 ∈ Λ
2g ⊆ U(g)⊗ U(g)
is a r-matrix, i.e. [[r, r]] = 0.
Let us now state the theorem of Drinfel’d connecting r-matrices with Drinfel’d twists.
Theorem 1.3 (Drinfel’d [6]) Let g be a real finite dimensional Lie algebra and let r be a r-matrix.
Then there exists a Drinfel’d twist F ∈ U(g)⊗ U(g)[[~]], such that
r = F1 − F
opp
1 .
Note that Drinfel’d twists have a deep connection to deformation quantization, i.e. they induce a
deformation quantization on any algebra the underlying Lie algebra acts on.
Theorem 1.4 Let g be a Lie algebra acting as derivations on an algebra A by φ : g → Der(A ) and
let F ∈ U(g)⊗ U(g)[[~]] be a Drinfel’d twist. Then the extended action induced by φ
U(g) DiffOp(A)Φ
induces a formal deformation of the product of A by
a ⋆F b := µA (Φ⊗ Φ(F)(a⊗ b))
for a, b ∈ A [[~]].
From now on, we focus on real Lie algebras where we can use the following
Corollary 1.5 Let g be a real Lie algebra, let G be a Lie group with Lie(G) = g, then the following
are equivalent:
i.) a Drinfel’d twist F ∈ U(g)⊗ U(g)[[~]] with corresponding r-matrix r
ii.) a left invariant star product ⋆ : C∞(G)[[~]]⊗2 → C∞(G)[[~]] with left-invariant Poisson structure
π ∈ Γ∞(Λ2TG), such that π(e) = r.
Moreover, two Drinfel’d twists are equivalent if and only if the left-invariant star products induced by
them are invariantly equivalent.
This allows us to forget about twists for the moment and take care about left-invariant star
products on Lie groups and their equivalences. In the following we recall the construction of Drinfel’d
[6], which is based on the fact that there is a canonical star product on the dual of a Lie algebra
from [12], which we in return also recall briefly. Let therefore (g, [−,−]) be a finite dimensional real
Lie algebra, then there is a star product on g∗ induced by the Poincaré-Birkoff-Witt isomorphism
P~ : S
•g[[~]]→ U~(g),
where
U~(g) =
T •(g)[[~]]
〈x⊗ y − y ⊗ x− ~[x, y]〉
.
and the Poincaré-Birkoff-Witt isomorphism is given by
P~(X1 ∨ · · · ∨Xk) =
1
k!
∑
σ∈Sk
Xσ(1) •~ · · · •~ Xσ(k).
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Here •~ denotes the associative product in U~(g). We interpret S
•g as the polynomials on g∗ and
define a product
f ⋆G g = P
−1
~
(P~(f) •~ P~(g)).
It is easy to see that since the product is defined by differential operators, it can be extended to C∞(g∗)
and that this product is Ad-invariant with respect to the 1-connected Lie group G integrating g. We
refer to this star product as the Gutt-star product. Note that the semi-classical limit of this star
product is the canonical (linear) Poisson structure on the dual of the Lie algebra.
Let us now assume symplectic Lie algebra (g, [−,−], ω), i.e. a Lie algebra (g, [−,−]) together with
a non- degenerate 2-form ω ∈ Λ2g∗, such that δCEω = 0. We consider the central extension adapted
to ω which is given by
h = g⊕ R with [(X,x), (Y, y)]h = ([X,Y ],−ω(X,Y ))
and the canonical projection p : h→ g, which is a lie algebra map.
A short computation shows that that the Jacobi identity of [−,−]h is equivalent to δCEω = 0.
Note that in h∗, we have the distinguished element
C : h ∋ (X,x)→ x ∈ R,
where we one can show that δCEC = −p
∗ω. Note that (h, C) is a contact Lie algebra and is the
contactification of the symplectic Lie algebra (g, ω), see [16]. Let us prove the following
Lemma 1.6 Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra g. Then
dim(Ad∗G(α)) = rank(δCEα
♯).
Proof: It is enough to prove that the tangent space of the coadjoint orbit at α has dimension
rank(δCEα
♯). But since it is an orbit of a Lie group action it is spanned by the fundamental vector
fields. But they are given by
Xg(α) =
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
Ad∗exp(tX) α =
d
dt
∣∣∣
t=0
exp(t ad∗X)α.
which is 0 if and only if ad∗X α = 0. Moreover, we can write ad
∗
X α = −δCEα
♯(X) and the claim is
proven. 
We have additionally a Lie algebra action of g on h∗ by
⊲ : g ∋ X → (X, 0)h∗ ∈ Γ
∞(Th∗)
where (X, 0)h∗ is the fundamental vector field of the coadjoint representation of H (the 1-connected
Lie group integrating h). It is easy to check that
[X,Y ]⊲ = −[X⊲, Y ⊲]
and hence it is in fact a Lie algebra action. Moreover its fundamental vector fields have complete flow
and hence this Lie algebra action lifts to a left Lie group action Φ: G × h∗ → h∗ of G on h∗ by the
Theorem of Palais. Note that, we can lift every map in order to obtain the following commutative
diagram
H Gl(h∗)
G
Ad∗
Φ
4
which is just the integration of the diagram
h End(h∗)
g
ad∗
p .
Lemma 1.7 The orbit ΦG(C) for the previously defined C ∈ h
∗ has dimension dim(ΦG(C)) =
dim(g).
Proof: Using Lemma 1.6 and the fact that δCEC = −p
∗ω and that ω is symplectic, we conclude that
the coadjoint orbit through C has dimension dim(g). By the diagram 1, we get hence the claim. 
Remark 1.8 The previous Lemma shows that ΦC : G ∋ g 7→ Φg(C) ∈ ΦG(C) is a local diffeomor-
phism. Moreover, we have that ΦC ◦ ℓg = Φg ◦ ΦC . Using the fact that ΦG(C) is a coadjoint orbit
of the group H, we know that it is a symplectic leaf of its canonical Poisson structure with invariant
symplectic structure Θ ∈ Γ∞(Λ2T ∗ΦG(C)) and hence Φ
∗
CΘ is a left-invariant symplectic structure on
G. A tiny computation shows that Φ∗CΘ(e) = ω and hence Φ
∗
CΩ is the left translated 2-form obtained
by ω. Let us denote from now on Π the Poisson structure induced by Φ∗CΘ.
Let us now apply these considerations to the construction of the Gutt-star product. First of all
we have
Proposition 1.9 The Gutt-star product is invariant with respect to the action Φ: G× h∗ → h∗.
Moreover, we have
Lemma 1.10 The Gutt-star product of h is tangential to ΦG(C).
Proof: We have to check that for functions f, g ∈ C∞(h∗), such that f
∣∣
ΦG(C)
= 0 we have f ⋆G
g
∣∣
ΦG(C)
= 0. But we actually show a bit more: we want to show that the Gutt-star product is
tangential to the submanifold
D = {α ∈ h∗ | α((0, 1)) − 1 = 0} ⊇open ΦG(C),
where the inclusion of ΦG(C) in D follows from the fact that Ad
∗
hC(0, 1) = C(Adh(0, 1)) = C(0, 1) =
1 and the fact that it is open follows from dimensional reasons (see Lemma 1.7). Note that this is
the zero set of the polynomial p = (0, 1) − 1 ∈ h ⊕ R ∈ S•h and hence every function f ∈ C∞(h∗)
vanishing on D is given by f = f˜p. Moreover, by the definition of the Gutt-star product we have that
Y ⋆G f = Y · f
for a central element Y ∈ Z(h∗) seen as a polynomial. Hence, we have
(pf) ⋆G g = ((0, 1)f) ⋆G g − f ⋆G g = p(f ⋆G g)
and hence (pf) ⋆G g
∣∣
D
= 0, since (0, 1) is central. And the claim follows. 
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2 Kontsevich star product on h∗
The dual of the Lie algebra h∗ can be alternatively seen as a Poisson manifold and apply the the
Kontsevich map to obtain a star product. More, precisely we apply the Kontsevich map to ~π, seen
as a Maurer-Cartan element, which is invariant with respect to the adjoint representation of H to
obtain a H-invariant star product ⋆K . In [4] it was shown that the two star product are invariantly
equivalent, i.e. there is a series of invariant differential operators S = id+O(~) ∈ DiffOp(h∗)H , such
that
S(f ⋆G h) = (Sf) ⋆K (Sh),
which basically follows by the universal property of the universal enveloping algebra. Moreover, we
have
Lemma 2.1 The Kontsevich star product obtained on the dual Lie algebra h∗ is tangential to ΦG(C)
and so is S.
Proof: The proof of both statements works exactly the same. It is based on the following obser-
vation: we can choose coordinates {x1, . . . , xn, u}, where {xi} are coordinates in g
∗ and u is the
remaining coordinate, when we identify h∗ = g∗ ⊕ R. In this coordinates we have that the canonical
Poisson structure π is given by
π =
1
2
xk · C
k
ij
∂
∂xi
∧
∂
∂xj
−
1
2
u · ωij
∂
∂xi
∧
∂
∂xj
,
where Ckij are the structure constants of g and ωij are the components of the symplectic form ω.
Moreover we have for the hyperplane D = {u = 1}. A tangential differential operator has to be of
the form
D =
∑
(I,k)
D(I,k)(x, u)
∂|I|
∂xI
(
∂
∂u
)k
such that D(I,k)(x, 1) = 0 if k 6= 0. It is easy to see that for our specific bivector field π the Bidiffer-
ential operators Bk(π) constructed from Kontsevich’s formality map do not contain any derivatives
in u-direction, since the Poisson bivector does not possess any and hence they are canonically tan-
gential. Let us now turn towards the equivalence S, due to [4, Thm 3] this eqivalence is build up out
of differential operators of the form (adapted to our coordinates)
Dr =
dim g+1∑
i1,...,ir=1
Tr(adei1 . . . adeir )
∂
∂yi1
· · ·
∂
∂yir
where yi = xi for 1 ≤ i ≤ dim g and ydim g+1 = u. and and the ei’s are the corresponding basis
vectors in h∗. Note that adedim g+1 = 0 and hence also in these differential operators no derivatives in
the direction of u appear. This concludes the proof. 
If a star product is tangential to a submanifold it can be shrinked to it and one can obtain again
a star product on it. But we have moreover that in our case:
Corollary 2.2 The star product obtained by shrinking the Kontsevich star product to ΦG(C) is the
same as the Kontsevich star product constructed by the shrinked Poisson bivector π
∣∣
ΦG(C)
directly on
ΦG(C).
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Since the Gutt-star product, the Kontsevich-star product and the equivalence bewtween them are
invariant under the action of G, we can pull the back via the local diffeomorphism in order to obtain
two left-invariant star products on G and a left- invariant equivalence between them.
Moreover, one can show that pull-back of the Kontsevich star product is oobtained by Dolgushev
globalization of the Kontsevich formality with taking pull-back the canonical flat connection on h∗
shrinked to D, which is invariant under the group action of H, since it acts by linear transformations.
Moreover, since everything is left-invariant we see that the invariant Kontsevich class of the Kontsevich
star product, and hence the Gutt–star product, is [~Π]G. The aim is now to compute the invariant
Fedosov class of this star product, which is an element in
[Φ∗
C
Θ]
~
+H2dR(G)
G[[~]] = [ω]
~
+H2CE(g)[[~]],
where we identify the left-invariant de Rham cohomology with the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology
and the fact that the invariant symplectic structure Φ∗CΘ is just ω under this identification by Remark
1.8.
3 The Fedosov-class of the Drinfel’d twist
A Drinfel’d Twist obtained by a symplectic structure ω ∈ Λ2g∗ is a left-invariant star product on a
Lie group integrating the Lie algebra g. The original Drinfel’d construction of a twist, is basically
described above: the Drinfel’d twist is the "pulled-back" Gutt-star product. In [2] it is shown that
it is possible to modify the Fedosov-construction in order to get a full classification of symplectic
Drinfel’d twists and the moduli space of symplectic Drinfel’d twists with r-matrix r = ω−1 is given
by
[ω]
~
+H2CE(g)[[~]].
Moreover, it is easy to see that the left invariant star product ⋆ induced by a twist F from Corollary
1.5 of characteristic class [ω]
~
+ Ω has invariant characteristic class I( [ω]
~
+ Ω), where I : Λ•g∗ →
Γ∞(Λ•T ∗G)G is the canonical isomorphism of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex to the left-invaraint
de Rham complex.
Theorem 3.1 Let (g, ω) be a symplectic Lie algebra and let F be the Drinfel’d twist constructed
above. Then its characteristic class is [ω]
~
.
Proof: From the discussion in Section 2, we know that the invariant Kontsevich class of the of the
star product induced by Drinfel’d’s twist is given by [~Π]G. To compute its invariant Fedosov class,
we observe that in [13], the authors construct an explicit equivalence between the Kontsevich-star
product obtained by the globalization procedure from [5] and a Poisson structure π and the Fedosov
star product obtained by the original Fedosov construction [8] with the symplectic structure π−1.
If additionally a Lie group G acts on the manifold acts on the manifold, it can be shown that this
equivalence can be choosen to be G-invariant, if one can find a invariant connection, which is a
straightforward computation. Note that a Lie group acts always properly from the left on itself and
hence it is possible to find an invariant connection, and with the above discussion, it is clear that the
Fedosov star product constructed from Π−1 is equivalent to the Drinfel’d twist. By the definition of
the (invariant) Fedosov classes, the class of the Fedosov star product constructed by Π−1 has Fedosov
class [ω]
~
and so has hence the Drinfel’d twist. 
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